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Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn Deuber (Bi~lefeld), Herrn
Jackson (Waterloo) und Herrn Jungnickel (Augsburg) stat~~/

/

One of the main aims of this meeting was to bring together people from
different parts of combinatorics, such as enumeration theory, finite geometry
and Ramsey theory. This was reflected by talks ona large variety of topics,
which contained interesting material for both specialists and nonspecialists.
A lot of interest showed up in a problem session, where everyone was invited
to give a short talk on a recent research question.

Vor!ragsauszüge

1. Hauptvorträge

N. Alon:
Max-Cut: Algorithmic, Probabilistic and Algebraic Aspects
The (simple) max-cut problem is the problem of determining the maximum
number of edges in a cut of a given input graph. This algorithmic problem
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is motivated by questions in various areas, including statistical physics and
theoretical computer science, and its study combines combinatorial and ge
ometrie ideas. We discuss some recent (and less recent) developments in the
study of this problem and some related extremal questions, focusing on the
techniques used, and mentioning several related open problems.

F. Bergeron:
MacDonald Polynomials and AS80ciated Modules
For a given partition p of an integer n, we consider the determinant !i.", :=

det Iz~jll~j I, where the pairs (a;, b;) are coordinates of the squares in the
Ferrer's diagram of p. We then consider the linear span 11.", of all partial
derivatives of 11". Garsia and Haiman have conjectured that the bivariate
Frobenius "characteristic of 11." is given by "MacDonald" polynomials. We
give new results and conjectures concerning the intersection nI/ES 11..." for
S c predecessors(p) in the YOUDg lattice order, as weIl as for the associated
bigraded characters.

F. Brenti:
Kazhdan-Lusztig Polynomials from a Combinatorial Point of
View
We introduce the concept of the "KL-polynomial" of a weighted, locally
finite digraph, and show that this coincides with the dassical Kazhdan
Lusztig polynomials for certain weightings of the Bruhat graph of a coxeter
group. We then discuss two long-standing conjectures on Kazhdan-Lusztig
polynomials, namely the nonnegativity and the combinatorial invariance
conjectures, and survey what is known about them as weIl as present some
new conjectures.

s. Fomin:
Matrix Factorisation and Total Positivity Criteria
An elementary Jacobi matrix is a matrix ofthe form I +eEi,i+l, 1+ jEi,i-l
or I + (h - 1)Ei.i, where I is the identity matrix and EiJ is the matrix with
entry 1 in the position (i, j) and entries 0 in all other positions. A product
of such matrices, with nonnegative parameters e, j, h, is always (weakly)
totally positive (TP), i.e., all its minors are nonnegative. 8y an old result of
A.Whitney, the converse is also true: any n x n TP matrix can be factored
in this way. Efficient TP criteria can be obtained from explicit formulas
for such factorizations. We give these formulas via a combinatorial Ansatz
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based on (i) a representation offactorization schemes by "double pseudcrline
arrangements", and (H) a peculiar involution on the set of TP matrices.
This is ajoint work is with A.Zelevinsky. See the (Oberwolfach February 95)
abstract for the connections with the combinatorics of Lusztig's canonical
basis and his theory of TP in reductive groups. See also the relevant paper
at http://www-math.mit.edu/..Comin/.

c. Godsil:
Antipodal Covers of Complete Graphs
A distance-regular graph with diameter d is antipodal if "is at distance d
from" is an equivalence relation on its vertices (the 3-cube is an example).
An antipodal distance-regular graph with diameter d is necessarily a cov
ering graph of a distance-regular graph with diameter l~J (so the ~cube

covers K 4 ). I am concemed with antipodal distance-regular graphs of di
ameter three. These graphs are related to a wide range of combinatorial
structures - Hadamard matrices, projective planes, Moore graphs and group
divisible designs, for example.
My talk provides an overview of these graphs, and a description of re
cent work, which gave new eonstructions from subspaces of non-degenerate
quadratic forms over GF(q), q even.

D. Hachenberger:
The Additive Group of aFinite Field
We consider the rn-dimensional extension E := GF(qm) over the Galois field
F := GF(q). An element of E is called free over F provided it generates
a normal basis of E over F. An element of E is called completely free
over F provided it simultaneously generates a normal basis over every
intermediate field of E over F. While the existence offree elements, i.e., the
Normal Basis Theorem for finite fields, is weH known (K. Hense11888), the
existence of completely free elements in finite fields has only been settled by
D. Blessenohl and K. Johnsen in 1986. They proved existence in extensions
of prime power degree and aflirmatively settled the general question by using
a reduction argument whose analogue for the esse of free elements is weH
known.
In our talk we have presented recent results conceming the characterizations,
the structure, the enumeration, the algorithmic and explicit eonstruction of
completely free elements in finite fields.
Referring to this, we have studied certain decompositions ~ of the minimal
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polynomial zm - 1 of the Frobenius automorphism in E over F which cor
respond to particular decompositions of the additive group of E and which
allow construction of arbitrary completely free elements by working inde
pendentlyon the direct summands of the additive group of E corresponding
to the factors of !i.. Particular emphasis is focused on field extensions for
which the canonical decomposition IIdlm ~d of zm - 1 (with ~d being the
dth eyclotomic .polynomial) allows independent construction.
The results will appear in the fortheoming monograph: Finite Fields: Nor
mal Bases and Completely Free Elements. Kluwer Academic Publishers,
Boston, 1996.

H. Lefmann:
Multicolored Subsets in Colored Hypergraphs
We eonsider anti-Ramsey type problems for Ic-uniform hypergraphs. We
study the maximum size of totally multieolored subsets Y C X w.r.t.
colorings ti. : [X]II: ~ N, lXI = ß, where distinct k-element sets with
interseetion size 8t least I are eolored differently.. It can be shown that

IYI ~ c,,(lnn)~n~:'~, and this is sharp up to a multiplicative const8Ot.
Extending and improving former results, various related problems on Erdös
Rado numbers, Sidon sets and geometrical selection problems are discussed.

v. Rödl:
Extremal Problems on Set Systems
For a family F(k) = {J1I1) , F~'), ... , :Fe"I)} of k-uniform hypergraphs let
ez(n, F(k» denote the maximum number of k-tuples whieh a k-uniform
hypergraph on n vertices and not eontaining any member of F(lc) may have.
Let rlc (n) denote the maximum eardinality of a set of integers Z C [n], where
Z eontains no arithmetic progression of length Ic.
For any 1c ~ 3 we introduee families F(k) = {J1IB) , F~')} and prove that

ClBnll-1 ~ ez(nlc2
, F(l:» ~ (n'-~)r,(n)

holds. We conjecture that ez(n, F(k» = 0(n"-1) holds.
If true, this would imply the celebrated result of Szemeredi stating that
r,,(n) = o(n). By an earlier result of Ruzsa and Szemeredi, our conjecture is
known to be true for k = 3. The main objective is to verify the conjecture
for k = 4. We also consider some related problems.
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B. Schmidt:
New Developments in the Theory of Difference Sets
The investigation of regular respectively quasiregular automorphism groups
of designs, in particular finite affine and projective geometries, leads to the
nation of a difl'erence set respectively relative diff'erence set. Diff'erence sets
have been studied intensively for more than half a century. But only recently,
same really satisfactory results on the existence of difference sets have been
proved. These results rely on new methods of construction, in particular
the so-called K-matrix method, and new ways of combining results from
algebraic number theory with combinat~rial arguments. With the help of
these ideas it is even possible to obtain a complete dassification of certain
types of difference sets. But it also will be outlined that there are a lot
of important open questions concerning the dassification of other types of
diff'erence sets.

R.P. Stanley:
Hyperplane Arrangements and Trees
The braid arrangement Bn is the set of hyperplanes Xi - Xi = 0, 1 ~

i < ; :5 n, in Rn. We consider some "deformations" of Bn with interesting
connections to the enumeration of trees, as weH as to the enumeration of
internal orders. The two main examples are the Shi arrangement Sn
and the Linial arrangement Ln. Sn consists of the hyperplanes Xi 
Xi = 0,1, for 1 :5 i < j :5 n. It has (n + 1)n-l regions and characteristic
polynomial q(q - n)n-l. The number of regions R which are separated
from a certain base region Ro by ; hyperplanes is the number of trees.with
vertices 0,1"·,, n and with (;) -j inversions. The arrangement Ln is given
by Xi - Xi = 1, for 1 :5 i < j :5 R. The number of regions is the number
of "alternating trees" on n + 1 vertices, ·and the characteristic polynomial
Xn(q) has all its nontrivial zeros on the line Re(q) = n/2. This work has been
carried out. in coHaboration with C.Athanasiadis. L.Pak and A.Postnikov.

A. Steger:
On evolution and threshold phenomena
The study of the evolution of a random graph, initiated by the pioneering
work of Erdös and Renyi in the early sixties, is by now quite well understood
and we will survey some resul~s. Our main aim, however, is to propose some
new directions of further research: the study of the evolution of graphs
satisfying some additional properties. We illustrate and support this by
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surprising new results on the evolution of triangle-free graphs and ofpartially
ordered sets.

J. Stembridge:
Coxeter Groups: Heaps, Reduced Words and Aigebraic De
formations
Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system. For tu E W let R(tu) denote the set of
reduced words 10 = 81 .•. 81 : 8i ES. Declare two reduced words equivalent
if they difl'er by a sequence of interchanges of commuting generators in S.
This equivalence relation patitions R(1O) ioto "commutivity dasses"i each
such dass C can be expressed as the set of linear extensions of a canonically
associated poset (the "heap"). Ir R(10) has just one commutivity dass, we
say that tu is Ufully commutative" (FC). In this talk, we discuss
(1) characterazations of Fe elements (for example, in SN, 10 is FC iff as a
permutation of {1, ...• N} there is no decreasing subsequence of length 3),
(2) c1assification of Coxeter groups W with finitely many Fe elements,
(3) c1assification of finite Coxeter groups via heaps,
(4) quotients of the group algebra and Hecke algebra with bases indexed by
the FC w E W (example: for SN, the Temperley-Leib algebra),
(5) enumeration of FC elements via representation theory of W.
Note: Several of the results we discuss have also been independently ob
tained by K.Fan and J .Graham in their doctoral theses (MIT 1995 and
Sydney 1995, resp.).

v. Welker:
Combinatorics ofDiscriminants, Ordered and Unordered Con
figuration Spaces
We define combinatorial stratifications of discriminantal hypersurfaces in
Rn and Cn. We consider substrata of the standard unordered discriminant
(Le, the space of polynomials of degree n with 8t least one double zero)
and the standard ordered discriminant (Le, the space of n-tuples of complex
numbers (Z1' ... , %2) E C n , such that at least two coordinates are equal).
These stratifications are indexed by number partitions. The analysis of
topological and homological behaviour in the ordered case is reduced via
formulas of Goresky &t. MacPherson and Ziegler &t. Zivaljevic to the study of
certain partition lattices. The unordered case requires the analysis of certain
lattices of compositions. In both cases we describe the topology of the one
point compactification of same strata via analysis of the combinatorics of
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the associated lattices.

Q. Xiang:
Hadamard Diff'erece Sets and Projective Codes
Hadamard difference sets are difference sets with parameters (4m2, 2m2 - m,
m 2

- m). Because of their dose connpr.tion to Hadamard matrices and per
feet binary arrays, Hadamard difference sets have been studied extensively.
The basic question about Hadamard difference sets is for each integer m,
which groups of order 4m2 contain Hadamard difference sets.
In this talk, we discuss a connection between reversible Hadamard difference
sets and projective 3-weight (2-weight) codes. Under the condition that eer
tain 2-weight codes exist, we give a COllstruction for Hadamard difference
sets in certain groups of order 4p4 , wht. e p is an odd prime. If we eJtoose
certain special spreads in PG(3,p) and let p == 3 mod 4, this basically gives
the eonstruction of Xia. .
In the ease p == 1 mod 4, we discuss the recent construction of Hadamard
difference sets in Z2 X Z2 X Z: by van Eupen and Tonchev. In the cases
p = 13,17, we discuss the construction ef the required 2-weight codes in·the
construction of Hadamard difference sets in more detail. By a composition
theorem. it fellows that Hadamard difference sets exist in certain groups of
order 4m2, for m = 2C13b52cI132c2172c'pJp~ ...p:, where the Pi are primes
== 3 mod 4.

G.M. Ziegler:
Extremal Problems on Polytopes
This talk presents a survey of extremal problems of the type
• What is the maximal number of vertices?
• What is the maximallength of an i~creasingpath?
• What is the maximal number of vertiees of a 2-dimensional projection
("shadow" )1
for certain dasses of polytopes:
• d-dimensional polytopes with at most n facets
• d-dimensional O/1-polytopes.
These questions are motivated by dassic problems of linear and integer
programming, concerning the worst-case behavior of simplex algoritms and
cutting plane approaches.
Current progress inc1udes the concept of "defonned products" of polytopes
that provides a uniform description (and proofs) for virtually al1 exponential
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lower bound constructions for variants of the simplex algorithm, as weil as
a 8(nlfJ) bound for the number of vertices in a 2-dimensional shadow (for
fixed dimension cl).
(This is a joint work with N. Amenta)

P.-H. Zieschang:
Structure Theory of Association Schemes
As a concept related to many combinatorial objects (codes, designs, graphs,
etc.) association scbemes have gained considerable interest during the last
thirty years. It is widely believed that association schemes play a central
role in algebraic combinarorics. On the other hand, one cannot overlook
that, as mathematical objects of their own, association schemes have not
yet been eonsidered tao much so far.
Following group theory (groups can be viewed as association schemes) we
subdivide the general structure theory into three chapters: loeal theory,
representatioD theory, geometrie theory. The Ioeal theory allows the
Jordan-Hölder Theorem. As a consequence, we shall be looking for simple
objects.
The famous Feit-Higman Theorem is part of the representation theory of
association schemes. In the geometrie theory, we offer characterizations of
(eertain classes of) Bruhat-Tits buildings and Moore geometries (2-designs
with .\ = 1).

2. Problem Session

c. Bessenrodt:
Combinatorics related to modular representations of the sym
metric groups
Areport was given on some combinatorial concepts which evolved in the
investigation of ~modular representations of the symmetrie groups Sn' In
the recent work of Kleshchev on p-modular branching results p-good nodes
of partitions were introduced, which have already been recognized as im
portant also in other contexts. Applying these, the long-standing Mullineux
conjecture (describing a combinatorial algorithm for computing the tensor
produet of a p-modular irreducible Sn-representation with the sign repre
sentation) was reduced to an intricate combinatorial conjecture; Ford and
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Kleshchev then found a long involved proo! for this. In joint work with

Olsson we bave now found a new shorter proof using the Mullineux symbols

for p-regular partitions, in which also the position of the p-good nodes was

clarified. These symbols tumed out to be useful (ar other applications as

weH.

For the modular spin representations of the symmetrie groups not even the

'right' set of partition labels (corresponding to the p-regular partitions in

the linear case) is known for p > 5. For p =3 and p = 5 suitable partition

labels were described in joint papers with Andrews, Morm and OlssODj (ar

p = 5 this required a praof of a partition identity conjectured by Andrews

in 1974.

A. Björner:
The Antiprism Fan Construction

Let P be a d-dimensional convex polytope and p. its polar dual with reSpect

to the origin (interior to both). The map z -+ (z, -1) places a copy' of P

in the hyperplane Zd+l == -1 in Rd+l and z -+ (z,1) places a copy of p.

in the parallel hyperplane Zd+l == 1. We now identify P and p. with these

capies.
Construct a d-dimensional polyhedral eomplex Cp sitting in R d+l (possibly

with selr-intersections) as follows. Take for facets of Cp: P, p. and all

polytopes of the form F V p., where F is a proper face of P. Here "V"

denotes the join operation, which is legal smce F and its dual F· sit in skew

subspaces with complementary dimensions. Thus F V F· is a d-polytope.

Theorem:
1. Cp is a shellable polyhedral sphere embedded in RcI+l without self

intersection and with the origin in its interior.

2. Cp is the boundary of a eonvex polytope if and only if the following

condition holds for P:

(*) for each proper face F of P the perpendicular in R d from the origin to

the affine span of F intersects d(F) in the relative interior of F.

3. Cp is star-convex with respect to the origin of R d+1 , i.e. any ray ema

nating from 0 intersects Cp in exactly one point.

4. The face lattice of Cp ia ~ to the poset of all intervals of Lp (the face

lattice of P) ordered by reverse indusion (include the empty interval also).

5. By 3 we have that Cp spans a complete fan Fp centered at 0 E R cI+1 .

Ir P is rational, so is Fp. The torie h-polynomial of Fp is related to the
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g-polynomials of P, p. and all their faces F, F· via:

hFp(Z) = E zdim F~19F(.!)9F.(Z).
FeLp Z

A.A. Bruen:
Cotangency Sets and (10,3)-configurations
In aplane n, S (a subset of the points) is a cotangency set if there exists
an inßection f: points of S -+ lines of S satisfying the following properties:

(a) for P in S the line p = f(P) does not contain P, &
(h) for P, Q in S we have that P, Q, /(P), f(q) are collinear.
Our main result was that S cannot contain a quadrangle.
G. Pickert has established' a connection between~
this result and the following (10,3)-configuration
In particular, it can be imbedded in PG(2, F), F a division ring, if and
only if Fis not a field. There is a connection between this (10,3)- and
the Desargues configuration. We conjecture that the (10, 3)-configuration is
embedded in a finite plane :n if and only if n is non-Pappian. Some evidence
is provided. The method also provides evidence in support of a celebrated
conjecture of H. Neumann on the existence of Fano configurations in non-

. Desarguesian planes.

w. Deuber:
Independent Subsets ~ Triangle Free Graphs
Recently Hajnal asked whether every triangle free graph on the positive
integers contains a Hindman set. Erdös asked the finite version of it. Re
cently Rödl was able to settle Erdös question in the positive sense. From
bis approach it is clear to specialists that the same holds for artithmetic
progressions, for partition regular systems of equations and for many other
structures which are embeddable into parameter sets.
Aß every graph naturally is ametrie space the problem can be formulated
for metric spaces where it is widely open.
Addendum of 30th of January: Hindman found a counterexample for Haj
nal's question.
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D.M. Jackson:
Some Questions Relating to Two-Cell Embeddings of Graphs
and J aelt Symmetrie FunctioBS
A map is a two-cell embeddiDg of a graph in a locally orientable surface.
The genus series is the generating serles Cor such maps, having been rooted,
with respect to the number of vertices, faces and edges. The underlying
theory, both analytic and algebraic, appears in connexion with metric mod
els, and there is a variety of topological questions about mappings between
surfaces and monochromy, where there are eonstructions that reduee such
questions to a combinatorial problem.
It has been shown that the genus series for hypermaps (face 2-colourable
maps) can be represented in the form

8 ( t
l91

) I(1 +6)t-
O

log E .l.l J9(~j 1 +6)J9(Y; 1 + 6)J9(~j 1 +b) ,
t 9 < 9, 9 >1+b - t=1

where J9(!.; l+b) is the Jac:k symmetrie funetion in ~ = (Zl' :1:2,···) indexed
by a partition 8, with parameter 1 + b, the sum is over all partitions, and
< .,. >1+11 is the usual inner product. Restrietion to orientable and locally
orientable surfaces is by b = 0, 1 respectively. Goulden and I have conjec
tured that the expansion of this serles has coeflicients that are polynomials
in b with nonnegative integer coefticients, and that b marks a combinatorial
statistic for rooted maps.
In recent work (with I.P. Goulden and J. Harer) on tbe orbifold characteri&
tic of the moduli spaces of real curvesJ we have shown that this characteristic
can be obtained by a simple expression involving a parameter a that ean be
specialized to obtain the complex case (treated by Harer and Zagier). Th~re

are same technical reasons to believe that a is related to the Jack parameter
mentioned above, and that knowledge of the combinatorial interpretation of
one can be transported to the other context.

D. Jungnickel:
Signed Steiner Forests
We pose the following combinatorial optimization problem, which comes
from the study of decoding algorithms for temary graphical codes.
Problem ("Signed Steiner Forest"):
(*) Let G = (V, E) be a connected digraph with girth 9 and consider a
set of 2w vertices half of which have sign +, while the others have sign --.
Find a forest S ofsmallest cardinality such that the discrepancy between the
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number ofplus-vertices and the number of minus-vertices in each component
tree is a multiple of 3.
For our purposes, it would be sufticient to find an efficient algorithm for
this problem under the additional assumptior1s 9 ~ 2w +1 and that a forest
with the required properties and cardinality at most (g -1)/2 exists. Under
these assumptions we have an 0 (IEI3)-algorithm, but we hope that there is
a simpler optimization approach solving Problem (*) in general or at least
under the assumption 9 ~ 2w +1.

D.M. Kulkarni:
Combinatorics of the Ladder Determinantal Ideal
Let X be a matrix of indeterminates. A Bubset S of X is said to be 8at
urated if the following holds: if the principal diagonal of any minor lies in
S, so does the hole minor. The ideal generated by the p X P minors of S in
the corresponding polynomial ring is shown to be prime (Abhyankan, Nar
simhan), Hilbertian (Abhyankar, Kulkarni) and Cohen-Macaulay (Herzog,
Trung). We discuss the method of constructing its Hilbert polynomial by
counting noninterse<:ting p-tuples of paths lying within S and having a fixed
number of north-west turns. A nice expression for even a special case of
Ferrer's diagram shape in general (p > 2) is not known. The question of
log-concavity of its h-vector is still open. Of course, it is a special case of
Stanley's conjecture about h-vectors of a standard graded Cohen-Macaulay
domain.

K.Leeb:
Tarski's "Iogical notions" applied
I.have, in a very compressed form, reported one positive and one contrasting
negative result I had obtained last summer: Dedekind-Lindenbaum-Tarski's
UKettentheorie" supports the distributive law K . B - K . a = K . (B - a)
for non-rigid K only up to K = 2. For non-rigid K ~ 3 this law fails.
For details I have refered to my "Kombinatorik der Komposition..." (and
supplements pp. 121-183 and pp. 185-196), where the following facts are •
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presented:

page for

187,193 pointed. ~ ~x2~~x3~2~3

187 pointed' 3 ~x35~X4~354

188/9,195 non-rigid 2 21B" 210 => 21B - a

194 non-rigid 2 SfB 1\ Sro ~ SrB - 0
190 signed sets V'ö = 0

n rigid
191 K variably pointed KxA=KxB=>A=B

by A -+ K, B -t K
133 n rigid "X =ny => X =y

comments

~ means injections
S means surjections

classiß.cation of
a1l complementations

the ultimate in
canceling K x .

Related material can be found on pp.134,135,168-178.

J. Schiermayer:
3-Colourability and Combinatoric8
We count tbe maximum number of maximal independent sets for paths
and cycles to pravide an improved (exc:act) algorithm for the 3-colourability
problem. Motivated by Myc:ielski's graph, we construct classes of graphs
with chromatic: number 4. We apply a ramsey argument for a 3-colouring
of an odd cycle to show that these graphs are not 3-colourable.

R.-H. Schulz:
Error Correcting Check Digit Systems
Given a finite abelian group (A, +) as alphabet and automorphisms Pt, ... ,
ßn+l' "Yn,'Yn+2, Curthennore ,sn+2,1n+l E·Aut Au {O}, one can consider-the
check digit system An -+ A,,+2 determining to every ward 01 ••• On two check
digits tIn+l,4n+2, such that the equations E~12 ß.(CIi) = 0 == Ei~..2 "Yi(Oi)
are fulfilled. Under certain conditions on the ß. and 7.,one is able to
detect double errors and to correct single errors and neighbour transpositions
(G1 ... 4iBi+l ... tIn+2 -+ G1 ... Gi+lBi ... C1n+2). This is a generalization of the
work by Sethi, Rajaraman and Kenjale published in Inform.Proc.Letters
7/2, p.72-77 in 1978.
By the Hamming bound, n + 2 $ lAI. It is not known to us whether the
upper bound can be improved.
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T .1. Visentin:
Counting Maps in Orientable Surfaces of Arbitrary Genus
A map is a 2-eell embedding of a graph in a surface. The genus series for
a elass of maps is the formal generating series for the number of such maps
with respeet to the genus of the underlying surface. By appealing to the
embedding theorem for orientable surfaces, one ean encode a map on 2n
edges by a pe~mutation 11 on 2n symbols whose eyde lengths are the degrees
of the vertices. When 11 is multiplied by a canonical representative cf the
conjugacy dass of fixed point free involutions, one obtains apermutation
whose eyde lengths give the degrees of the faces of the map. Using the
Euler-Poincare forrnula, the genus cf the underlying surface is now easily
obtained. The eombinatorial problem of counting map8 in surfaces now
becomes a problem in the group algebra of the symmetrie group and the
genus series can be expressed in terms of sums of characters cf irreducible
representations.
In this talk we describe this combinatorial encoding of maps and discuss
the results which one can obtain using these methods. For example, if
M (u, z, y, z) is the genus serles for all rooted 'maps and Q(u, z, y, z) is the
genus series for rooted quadrangulations with the indeterminate u marking
genus and z, 1/, z marking numbers cf vertices, faceS, edges, respectively,
then one can show that

When the coeflicient cf UO ia extracted on both sides, one obtains the well
known fact that the number of quadrangulations of the sphere is equal to
the number of all maps on the sphere. This can be shown to be true,
by a simple combinatorial construction, but no such construction has been
found which explains this result for higher genera. We have recently found
a generalization which describes a relationship between Eulerian maps and
all hypermaps and we hope that the extra information given by this new
result will help us find the combinatorial construction which we seek.
The result relating quadrangulations and all maps is of sorne importance in
theoretical physics as it implies a relationship between two matrix models
for 2-dimensional quantum gravity, namely the t/J4 model and the Penner
model.
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M. Wachs:
Whitney Homology of Semipure SheUable Posets
It is demonstrated in recent work of Sundaram that Whitney homology
of a (pure) Cohen-Macaulay poset P ean be used as a powerful too1 for
eomputing the character of an automorphism group G acting on the top
homology of P. Here we generalize this technique to semipure sequentially
Cohen·Macaulay poseta by introducing a refinement of Whitney homology
for semipure posets. We apply the technique to eomputing the represen
tation of the homology (in eacb dimension) for a general dass of semipure
posets of partitions of [n]. NameJy, for fixed positive integers m, d, the poset
of partitions whose block snes are of the form m + id, i ~ 0, is shown to be
semipure and shellable (=> sequentially Cohen-Ma.caulay), and a plethystie
expression for the Frobenius characteristie of its homology represeiltation is
given. This generalizes formulas of Calderbank·Hanlon-Robinson and S~.
dar~. ~

D.G. Wagner:
Chow Homology for Partially Ordered Sets ~~

We apply the presentation for Chow homology of a eomplete tone varie'ty,
due to Fulton and Stunnfels, to the case arising from the order polytope P
of a finite partial order (with Ö and i). In tmB ease, the homology is free;
the eodimension one eohomology is the eyde space of the Hasse graph of P
with a new edge joining Öand i; and the dimension one homology is the
free abelian group generated by the connected eomponents of P with Öand
i removed. We give an interpretation for all Betti numbers when P belongs
to a eertain small dass of posets. The general interpretation of these Betti
numbers is open.

Berichterstatter: B. Schmidt
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